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Abstract 
Formant measurements were made on a physical replica simulating lip spreading 
and articulations with raised tongue blade. The data were successfully modelled 
numerically using traditional 2-D cross-sectional area functions. We found that 
spreading terminates the front cavity ‘early’ at the retracted mouth corner but adds 
a length correction representing the anterior residual part of the front cavity . For 
a raised tongue blade front cavity areas are incremented by amounts that depend 
on an interaction between the volume of the subapical space and the degree of lip 
opening. 

 
 
The problem 
In this contribution we address two outstanding 
problems in research on front cavity acoustics. 

The first is the issue of determining where 
the vocal tract ends acoustically. Certain speech 
sounds are produced with retracted mouth 
corners. Typical examples are found among 
spread vowels such as [i], [e] and [ɛ] in which 
the spreading action gives the lip opening a 
curved surface and shifts the mouth corners to a 
point that is often located further back than the 
intersection between the front teeth and the 
midsagittal plane.  

This situation creates a problem for models 
that represent the vocal tract as a series of cross-
sections of variable areas and lengths: Where 
does the vocal tract end acoustically? 

The second problem arises in the treatment of 
articulations with a raised tongue tip and blade. 
This gesture creates a space under the blade that 
is known to have an effect on the formant 
pattern under certain conditions (Stevens 1998). 

The goal of this paper is twofold: (i) to 
present some new experimental data obtained 
from measurements on physical replicas of the 
vocal tract and (ii) to suggest principled ways of 
dealing with the two issues in the context of 
articulatory modeling. 

Termination of the vocal tract 
The first topic takes us back to a previous study 
in which spread and non-spread conditions were 
simulated with cylindrical tubes with & without 
notches. It was found that the formants of 
notched tubes could be accurately matched by 

the formants of unnotched tubes given 
appropriate equivalent lengths (Lindblom et al 
2007). 

HACMOD - a vocal tract replica 
To study 3-D lip geometry under somewhat 

more realistic conditions we developed 
HACMOD. This is a hybrid device combining a 
3-D replica of the front part of the vocal tract 
with the use of a copper tube, or plexiglass 
washers (Sundberg et al 1992). To create this 
model impressions and casts were first made of 
a human subject’s anterior oral anatomy. From 
these casts, acrylic models of the jaws were then 
produced. 

The formant frequencies of these resonators 
were measured by means of the STL ionophone 
whose sine-wave output was varied manually in 
frequency to identify the resonance peaks 
(Fransson & Jansson 1971). Special care was 
taken to achieve an airtight seal between the 
ionophone rod and the tube.  

The modeling combined the HACMOD 
replica with various lip and back cavity 
configurations. Fig 1 shows a schematic of the 
set up used in the spreading experiment: a) Play 
dough lips (0.5 cm thick, manually varied 
opening area); b) HACMOD front cavity (2.5 
cm deep; jaw opening [rel to clench] of  2.4 cm; 
mouth floor raised to the level of the lower teeth 
by filling lower jaw with lab putty); c) A 
cylindrical copper tube (inner diameter 2 cm, 
length 14 cm) was used as ‘back cavity’.  
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Figure 1. Set up used to simulate various 

degrees of ‘spread lips’ using HACMOD. The 
opening of the ‘lips’ is variable. The ‘front 
cavity’ is fixed consisting of HACMOD’s upper 
and lower jaws of. A ‘back cavity’ is formed by 
connecting HACMOD with a copper tube. 

To achieve a firm and air-tight tube-
HACMOD connection, we attached a round 
plexiglass washer with a hole matching that of 
the tube’s outer diameter at the posterior end of 
HACMOD which has a metal plate with a 
circular space for that purpose (see Figure 4C). 
The copper tube was then moved through this 
hole until 3 cm of its length was inside 
HACMOD. The front of the tube was plugged 
and the entire oral cavity was filled with lab 
putty. When the lab putty had hardened, a 
perpendicular cut was made at the anterior end 
of the copper tube and the plug was removed. In 
the experiments we used the posterior part of the 
lab putty as support for the copper tube. 

These steps created a 3-D front cavity 
geometry with the upper teeth and palate at the 
top and a mouth floor flush with the lower teeth 
below. The back end of this front cavity was the 
perpendicular wall of the lab putty. 

The lip opening was made rectangular with a 
vertical separation constant at 2.2 cm and width 
varying between 1 and 6 cm (uncurved). After 
the lip sheet had been placed on the surface of 
HACMOD those values changed and we ended 
up with a series of curved lip areas ranging from 
3 to 21 cm2. The retraction of the mouth corners 
was measured from the the surface of the lips in 
the midsagittal plane. This measure (the notch 
depth) ranged from 0 to 3 cm. 

Spread lips and the acoustic termination of 
the vocal tract  

To compute expected formant patterns and to 
address the issue of the termination of the vocal 
tract we made the following exploratory 
assumptions: (i) the area function for a spread 
vowel is generated in the traditional way up to 
the point where the mouth corner is located. (ii) 
the volume of the front cavity located anterior to 
the mouth corner is used to derive a length 
correction which is applied to the last section of 
the oral area function. It is calculated as the 
anterior front cavity volume derived by the area 
of the last section of the area function. 

In accordance with these considerations area 
functions were generated and formants were 
computed for the entire set of measured 
configurations. 

 
Figure 2. Measured and calculated formant 

frequencies for measured (solid dots and white 
circles respectively) as a function of lip opening 
area i.e., increased retraction of the mouth 
corners. 

Length corrections were computed from 
estimates of front cavity volumes anterior to the 
mouth corner and from the last cross-section of 
the ‘oral’ area function. Curved lip areas were 
used as the last section of each area function. 
These tables were fed into WORMF, a program 
written by Johan Liljencrants and based on 
Liljencrants & Fant (1975). The results are 
presented in Figure 2.  

Spreading increases F2 and F3 which show a 
clear dependence on the front cavity. F1 and F4 
remain stable. The agreement between measured 
and computed values testifies to the the realism 
of the present proposal. 
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Role of the subapical cavity 
The role of the sublingual space was studied 
using the set up shown in Figure 3. As in the 
spreading experiment we combined HACMOD 
with the cylindrical copper tube serving as the 
‘back cavity’. 

A lab putty tongue conguration was fitted 
into the lower jaw component. To make it we 
made a cast of HACMOD’s entire oral cavity. A 
cut perpendicular to the dental plane was made 
2.5 cm from the upper front teeth. At the back 
another cut was made to imitate a raised blade. 
It created a space that began 7 mm behind the 
first cut and smoothly ended at the lower edge of 
the copper tube. The ‘tip’ was slightly truncated 
resulting in a constriction that was subsequently 
found to give a 0.2 cm2 opening, not atypical at 
the moment of the release of a postdental stop. 

 
Figure 3. Simplified schematic illustrating the 
components used to investigate the effect of the 
subapical space. As in the first experiment we 
used a copper tube (‘back cavity’), HACMOD’s 
hard palate, teeth and mouth floor, and play 
dough lips. A raised tongue blade was carved 
out of lab putty material to create three different 
sublingual conditions. 

By weighing the pieces that had been 
removed and dividing their weights by the 
density (1.54 g/cm3) of the lab putty, we were 
able to infer the volumes of all relevant cavities: 
The front space anterior to the constriction 
(including the upper jaw, the interdental space 
plus lower jaw space) had a total volume of 21.7 
cm3; The length of this front section [measured 
from front upper teeth to the constriction along 
the dental plane] was 2.5 cm. The post-
constriction space was 2.3 cm long and had a 
volume of 8 cm3. The back cavity was 13 cm 
long and had a cross-sectional area of 3.14 cm2. 

Figures 4 shows photographs of this set up. 
Panel A presents the front part at an angle that 
reveals the rectangular lip opening and the 
inside of HACMOD’s right cheek. The 
underside of the ‘tongue blade’ shows up as a 
slant structure that connects to a narrow terrace-
like part. From there a perpendicual cut down to 
the mouth floor. These details which differ 
slightly from the simplified schematic of Figure 
3 were all taken into account in computing front 
cavity volumes. 

In panel B we see another front view looking 
down into the space of the lower jaw. 

 
Figures 4 A & B: Front views of set up. 

 
Figures 4 C: Rear view of set up. 

Panel C shows the rear view of HACMOD’s 
metal plate, HACMOD’s acrylic ‘soft palate’ 
contour and the lab putty forming the surface of 
the tongue. A light source was shone on the 
constriction and the hard palate. 

The copper tube was fastened with the aid of 
a plastic washer inserted into HACMOD’s 
circular space. Special care was taken to ensure 
that all surfaces in contact were tightly sealed. 

Figures 5 and 6 summarize the results of this 
experiment. In Figure 5 the effect of varying the 
degree of spreading is presented. Figure 5 
pertains to the condition of a front cavity with a 
perpendicular back wall. In other words no 
subapical cavity is present. Spreading is 
quantified in terms of retraction of the mouth 
corner (notch depth). F1, F2 and F4 stay 
relatively stable whereas F3 is clearly sensitive 
to the spreading gesture. [cavity affiliations: F1 
whole system; F2 & F4 back cavity; F3 front 
cavity]. 
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The data were modeled by computing 
formant frequencies from area functions obeying 
the spreading rule (front cavity terminated at the 
mouth corner with a length correction on the last 
cross-section) and with front cavity area 
increment derived from the volumes of the 
subapical space. The predicted values were 
systematically too low. We take that result as 
indicating that the acoustic role of the subapical 
cavity depends crucially on impedance 
conditions at the lips. 

The measurements were compared with 
formant frequencies computed by applying the 
proposed spreading rule (thin lines) which 
assumes that the front cavity is terminated at the 
mouth corner with a length correction on the last 
cross-section. It is noteworthy that, whereas the 
calculations predict a front cavity resonance also 
for lip larger openings, no such formant could be 
observed in the measurements. 

 

Summary 
We found that spreading terminates the front 

cavity ‘early’ at the retracted mouth corner but 
adds a length correction representing the 
anterior residual part of the front cavity. 

For a raised tongue blade, front cavity areas 
are incremented by amounts that depend on an 
interaction between the volume of the subapical 
space and the degree of lip opening. 

 
 

Figure 5. Formant data for condition with the 
front cavity’s back wall perpendicular. The thin 
lines show calculated values. 
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Figure 5. A close up on F3 (the front cavity 
resonance) which shows a clear dependence on 
both the size of the subapical cavity and the 
degree of spreading. 
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